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Abstract:

Three dimensional photonic crystals (3D PhCs) enable light manipulations in all three spatial dimensions, however, real world applications are still faced with challenges in fabrication. Here we report a facile fabrication strategy for 3D silicon PhCs with a simple cubic (SC) lattice structure, which exhibit a complete photonic bandgap at near infrared (NIR) wavelengths of around 1100 nm. The fabrication process is composed of standard deep UV (DUV) stepper lithography, followed by a single-run modified plasma etch process. By applying a direct dry etch release step at the end of the 3D structural etch process, the fabricated 3D PhCs can be released and transferred in form of a membrane onto other substrates such as glass, polymers or even substrates with engineered surface. The thickness of the demonstrated membranes is around 2 µm and the size can be up to a few millimeters. A high reflectivity has been observed at the stop band frequency, and we have introduced a planar defect during the etching process resulting in an optical resonance mode with a small
linewidth of around 30 nm. The structure constitutes an optical bandpass filter and can be used as a sensor for organic solvents.

1. Introduction

Three dimensional photonic crystals (3D PhCs), with periodic modulations of dielectric constants in three dimensions, possess a modified dispersion relation and a photonic band gap (PBG). This results in a range of wavelength, where electromagnetic propagating modes are forbidden, and is an optical analog to the electronic band gap structures of atomic lattices. By incorporating defects with 3D PhCs, a localized optical resonance mode can be realized in the defect region, and more advanced functionalities can be demonstrated. PhCs with lower dimensions have already been widely used in various fields, such as optical waveguides and sensors. However, 3D PhCs, which enable light manipulations in full three spatial dimensions, are still faced with fabrication challenges. A lot of efforts have been invested in previous studies, and various fabrication methods have been proposed, most of which are limited by fabrication complexity and cost. The classical 3D PhC configurations, such as woodpile structures \cite{1,2} and inverse opal structures \cite{3,4} enable a large band gap ratio \cite{5-7} (band gap width over mid gap position) and flexibilities to manipulate photons with embedded cavities.\cite{5-7} However, these bottom-up strategies require multiple complex fabrication steps and are not suitable for large scale production. Some top-down methods have been proposed to fabricate 3D PhC in a convenient manner, but they do need non-standard fabrication instruments.\cite{8-12} Fabrication of 3D PhC in a large scale can be realized by plasma etching \cite{13} or modulated electrochemical etching.\cite{14} However, there is still a need for feasible fabrication methods for large scale 3D PhCs and embedded cavities.

The idea to fabricate large scale 3D PhCs simply by using the plasma etching was first proposed by S. Venkataraman et. al.\cite{15} A similar study was later reported by A. Vlad et. al.,\cite{13} both of them made use of the so called “scallops”, which are generated during the Bosch
process etch cycles and can give a ripple-like sidewall profile to create the necessary
modulation of the refractive index. Thus, a 2D pattern from a traditional lithography can be
transferred into 3D PhC in a top-down manner. This method has the advantage of high
fabrication efficiency and low cost. However, there are some technical limitations. Firstly, the
size and the shape of the scallops are difficult to control precisely, since the Bosch process is
limited intrinsically by ion angular distribution (IAD) and effects such as aspect ratio
dependent etching (ARDE). [16, 17] All of them will influence not only the etch rate but also the
sidewall profile along the etch depth in the silicon, generating nonuniformities affecting the
periodicity of the structure. Secondly, the simple cubic lattice type of 3D PhCs have a
relatively small band gap ratio of less than 10%, [18] thus geometric distortions or
nonuniformity of lattices can close the bandgap in certain directions of Brillouin zone, and the
stop band can only exhibit in certain angles of incidence (referred to as pseudo photonic band
gaps [19]). Thirdly, to achieve a complete band gap that is incident angle independent with a
high attenuation rat of around 20 dB in mid gap position, a large contrast of refractive index is
necessary, thus a strong structural shape modulation of the scallops is necessary, which will at
the same time reduces the mechanical stability of the structures. [13], [15] All of the
disadvantages mentioned above will limit the capabilities and flexibilities of the fabricated
structures. Besides, the total number of repeated layers will be limited and the precise
introduction of defects will be difficult, ultimately limiting the functionalities of the fabricated
structures.

Here we report a novel multi-step one-run fabrication process for 3D PhCs with a simple
cubic configuration. The 2D patterns were defined with standard deep ultra-violet (DUV)
stepper lithography, and a modified DREM (deposit, remove, etch, multistep) etch process
was then performed to transfer the patterns into silicon in such a manner that a 3D shaped
structure is realized. [20 - 21] Compared with the scallops created directly by Bosch process, [13]
a large refractive index contrast can be realized due to the strongly modulated etch profile.
The fabricated 3D PhCs also show excellent mechanical properties, which enable the structures to be lifted of the substrate and be transferred as a membrane onto other substrates or be infiltrated by polymers. Moreover, by infiltrating the air voids in 3D PhC membranes with polymer, a self-supported flexible hybrid film can be fabricated, with 3D silicon structure embedded, while the features of band gap still preserved. To enable optical functionalities of the fabricated 3D PhCs, planar defects are introduced directly during the modified etch process, which results in a resonance mode coupled to PBG at a wavelength of around 1100 nm, with a linewidth of around 30 nm. We have demonstrated that the fabricated 3D PhC membrane with embedded planar cavity can be used as a sensor for organic solvents with a good sensitivity of around 400 nm RIU⁻¹ (RIU, refractive index unit). By transferring the 3D PhC membranes onto n-doped black silicon, the near infrared photoluminescence of the black silicon [22] could be filtered efficiently with an attenuation ratio of around 20 dB.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Fabrication process

The time multiplexed Bosch process is a standard plasma etching technique in conventional complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) micro- and nanofabrication industries. By applying a passivation step with inhibitors (such as CF₂ from C₄F₈), some ion bombardment using a radio frequency platen power source, and a step with isotropic etching species (such F from as SF₆) sequentially, the sidewall can be protected, and the etch process can proceed in an anisotropic manner. Since the etch step with SF₆ is isotropic, the sidewall has normally a “rippled” profile with shape modulations known as scallops, which has been suggested before for fabrication of 3D PhCs. [13], [15] In order to have a large modulation of the etch profile, the amplitude of the scallop need to be maximized. This however might delaminate and destroy the structures. To have a better profile control of the structures and
more flexibility in fabrication, we applied a modified DREM etch process as introduced in our previous studies.\textsuperscript{[20 - 21]} A schematic view to compare the Bosch process and the modified DREM process can be seen in Figure S1. We will show later that this technique enables a better mechanical stability of the fabricated structures and a large modulation of the refractive index. More importantly, planar cavities can be embedded conveniently and are easily introduced by programming the etching sequence during the fabrication process. The fabricated 3D PhCs were then released into freestanding membranes by a final dry release step. The details of the fabrication process will be introduced below.

In a DREM process, the bottom removal of the passivation layer and the isotropic etch of silicon are fully decoupled, thus the size of scallops can be minimized, at the same time, a straight profile can be achieved and the sidewall can be well protected from ion bombardment.\textsuperscript{[20]} A process flow of the modified DREM process\textsuperscript{[21]} is shown in Figure 1a. Firstly, DUV stepper lithography was performed to define the patterns (see Figure 1a1). Secondly, 5 DREM cycles were applied to etch into silicon and create straight hole structures (see Figure 1a2). Each scallop has the size of around 20 nm, which is much smaller than the scallop sizes from the traditional Bosch process, which is typically around a few hundred nanometers.\textsuperscript{[13], [15]} In the next step, an isotropic etch was performed with SF\textsubscript{6} gas without platen power to maximize the isotropicity (Figure 1a3), thus generating a large shape modulation. By repeating these two steps subsequently, 3D periodic structures have been fabricated. Since the structures are strengthened by the anisotropic part of the etch profile, the sequences can be repeat for at least 8 times (limited by the thickness of photoresist), and the fabricated 3D periodic structures can be released from silicon substrate by a final isotropic etch step with a longer etch time not resulting into structural collapse (Figure 1a4). The fabrication process is CMOS compatible and based on the standard fabrication techniques. The etch process takes only a few minutes and the sequence and timing is easy to control be programming the plasma etch tool, so that the period and the size of void can be tuned in a reasonable wide range.
The total thickness of the fabricated membranes is around 2 µm, and area can be several square millimeters. In Figure 1b, we can see that the fabricated 3D PhCs can be peeled off by a tweezer and transferred to a piece of quartz wafer (Figure 1b4), the membranes can also be infiltrated by polymer, thus a flexible film can be fabricated with 3D PhCs embedded (Figure 1b5), (for membranes with even larger area, other transfer method might be necessary, since the membranes will break at the contact point with tweezer). It should be noticed that the 3D PhCs membranes are porous and can be infiltrated with liquids, e.g. polymer, thus the silicon structures could be supported by the soft polymer, and a good flexibility can be achieved resulting in a polymer membrane integrated with a 3D PhCs membrane (Figure 1b6), to fabricate flexible photonic devices. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show the 3D PhCs fabricated on the silicon substrate before final release (Figure 1c) and in the membrane form (Figure 1d), After peeling off from silicon substrate the structure of membrane remains intact.

There are several technical challenges that we had to address during the fabrication process. The first is that the silicon-to-air volume ratio during the isotropic etch step can reduce to less than 10%, thus a proper isotropic etch time should be chosen, otherwise the layers can delaminate from each other (as shown in Figure S2). Another effect that needs to be considered is the ARDE, which is especially prominent for hole-like structures, due to ion shadowing \[16\] and the poor depletion of etching reactants in a confined space, the etch rate can drop significantly when the aspect ratio increases. When the etch process goes deeper into the structures, the etch rate will be aspect ratio dependent and the etch process will slow down gradually, thus the periodicity of the structures will be compromised. In our process, both the etch step during DREM process and the isotropic etch step are ramped along with the process time (a technique we call parameter ramping), so the possible shape nonuniformity is compensated and precise periodicity can be achieved (a comparison of profiles with and without parameter ramping is shown in Figure S3).
2.2. Characterization of 3D photonic crystal membranes

The fabricated 3D PhCs membranes have a well-defined simple cubic structure as shown in Figure 2a, in which a unit cell is also labeled. The width $a$ of the cubic cell is 400 nm, and the diameter $d$ of the lithography patterns is around 250 nm. A void with diameter larger than 400 nm is created during the isotropic etch step, such that each unit cell is connected with its neighbouring cells, resulting in a strong shape modulation. Based on the volume proportion of silicon in different layers, a large refractive index contrast of around 1.53 is estimated along the direction of the holes. In some cases silicon single crystalline structures could be damaged during the plasma etching process due to UV irradiations or ion bombardments, thus the refractive index, especially the absorption coefficient, could change. To rule out this effect, X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed for both a silicon dummy wafer and a 3D PhC membrane on top of glass, the spectra are shown in Figure 2b. We can clearly see the sharp diffraction peak of (400) silicon crystalline plane at around 69.24°, which suggest a good single crystalline quality after plasma etching process (the peak with lower intensity at around 61° corresponds to the Cu Kβ radiation source). We measured the reflection spectrum of fabricated 3D PhC membranes on glass substrate at incident angles of 7.5°, 15° and 30° with a goniometer stage and broadband optical spectrometer as shown in Figure 2c. A strong reflection peak at $\lambda = 1100$ nm is present, which fits well with the band edge position as in previous studies for 3D PhCs with simple cubic geometry. The gap to mid gap ratio $\Delta\lambda/\lambda = 18\%$. Reflection and transmission spectrum were also measured with an ellipsometer as shown in Figure 2d, displaying the low transmittance in the PBG region (the reflectance was measured with 45° incident angle, while the transmittance was measured with 0° incident angle).

Since the fabricated 3D PhC membranes have the advantage of large surface area, the reflectance spectrum can be easily measured by a compact spectroscopic ellipsometer without focused probes. To proof the fabricated 3D PhC membranes is a complete 3D PhCs, the
reflectance spectrum was measured with varying incident angles $\theta$ in a large range from 45° to 75°, and the incoming angle $\varphi$ as 0° and 45°. To demonstrate both sides of the membranes have the same optical properties, we also measured the reflection spectrum from both top side and bottom side of the 3D PhCs membranes on top of glass, as shown in Figure 3a. The measured spectrum agrees with the measurement made using a standard spectrometer in Figure 2c, showing a significant reflectance peak in the band gap region. The reflection spectrums along the (110) plane for 3D PhC membranes on different substrates are compared in Figure 3b. The reflection maxima and the band edge position coincide well with each other for 3D PhC membranes on glass and on silicon, while for the membranes infiltrated with a low refractive index polymer (Efiron, refractive index $n = 1.404$ at $\lambda = 852$nm after curing by UV light) the band edge was redshifted by around 80 nm, which is expected. Since the void in the structures is replaced by polymer with a higher refractive index of around 1.3, the mean refractive index will increase and position of band edge will shift to a lower frequency range. Besides, the simple cubic structures might be distorted due to the strain introduced by polymer infiltration, thus the reflection spectrum might be altered compared with a free standing membrane on glass or silicon. When increasing the number of periods for 3D PhCs from 4 layers to 8 layers, we could clearly see the development of the PBG, as the reflection in mid gap position increases by around 60%.

As already shown in Figure 1b5, the fabricated 3D PhC membranes could be easily infiltrated by polymer, and the integrated 3D PhC membranes on the polymer possess mechanical flexibility and can be bent in a large scale without collapse, which implies the potential for flexible and wearable photonic devices. It should also be noticed that shear strain can be introduced in 3D PhC structures when the polymer membrane is bended, thus the simple cubic geometry will be distorted as shown in Figure 4a, where the shear strain can be as large as 0.48. The band structures will also be modified, thus realizing tunable and flexible photonic devices that can be compatible with biological systems, [23 - 24] which will be
interesting to investigate, but are not within the scope of this article. Apart from polymers, some high refractive index materials could also be infiltrated and coated conformally on the 3D PhC membranes by atomic layer deposition (ALD) method. Figure 4b is a 3D PhC membrane coated with titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) on a glass as substrate. The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping shows a uniform coating of TiO$_2$ on the membrane. When the thickness of TiO$_2$ increases from 10 nm to 15 nm, the band edge is red shifted due to the increased average refractive index, while the reflection intensity decreases significantly, which is supposed to be caused by the increased volume ratio of high refractive index materials, thus the complete PBG closes. However, it should be mentioned that in order to achieve a better optical performance of fabricated PhCs, it is an efficient method to coat 3D PhC structures with materials with better thermal or optical properties, [25] or creating inverse structures and replicas with other materials, [26 - 27] By carefully choosing the dimensions of the 3D PhC membranes, it should be possible to make inverse 3D PhCs with other materials, which is a subject of future study.

2.3. Embedded planar cavities and applications

To enable the functionalities of 3D PhCs for the purpose of light manipulation, defects are introduced into the structures, such as planar cavities, single point defect, or even complex 3D waveguides which can guide the light in three dimensions. [28] Planar defects have been studied mostly for different configurations of 3D PhC. [29 - 31] Here we will show how a planar cavity could be introduced into our 3D PhC membranes for different applications. Figure 5a is a free standing 3D PhC membrane with 6 periods; the cross section shows a good size uniformity for 6 layers. Figure 5b is a free standing 3D PhC membrane with 7 layers, with a defect layer embedded in the middle with a thickness of around 300 nm. The planar defect was introduced simply by increasing the number of DREM cycles for the fourth layer, while the other layers remain good size uniformity. The reflection spectrums for 3D PhC membranes on glass substrate with and without embedded planar defects are shown in Figure
Since photonic states are introduced in the stop band by the planar defects, a resonance could be clearly seen in the PBG region, which should otherwise be free from photon propagations. The resonance has a linewidth of around 30 nm, and can be observed with incident angles from 45° to 75° from both the top side and the bottom side of the membranes. To further increase the quality factor of the planar cavity resonance mode, the effective cavity length should be increased, e.g. by increasing the number of repeated defect-free layers to achieve a better confinement of states in the cavity region.

The porous structure of fabricated 3D PhC membranes enables solvents and gases to easily infiltrate, thus the refractive index can be tuned in a controllable manner. Here we applied ethanol with different concentrations (in deionized water) onto the 3D PhC membrane with glass as the substrate. The reflection spectrum was then measured using an ellipsometer at an incident angle of 45°. A red shift could be observed both for the band edge of the reflection peak and the resonance mode of the planar cavity as shown in Figure 6a. This can be explained as the electromagnetic confinement in the silicon cavity region started to leak inside the surrounding medium of solvent with a higher refractive index than air, and both the air band and dielectric band will be suppressed to a lower frequency level. The correspondence between the center wavelength of the resonance mode and the refractive index of infiltrated solvent could be recorded and shown in Figure 6b, which suggested a sensitivity of around 397 nm RIU-1. This is comparable with the result from silk inverse opal structures. After each measurement, the sample can be soft baked to let the solvents fully evaporate from the porous structures, thus making it suitable for multiple usage for sensing gases or solvents.

We also transferred the fabricated 3D PhC membranes onto substrates with engineered surfaces as shown in Figure 6c (more SEM images with details is in Figure S4), which can be difficult with traditional 3D PhC structures. The substrates we used were highly doped black silicon created by Bosch etch process, which is known to exhibit room temperature band-edge
photoluminescence (PL) near infrared wavelengths. Photoexcitation was performed with a 532 nm continuous wave (CW) laser, allowing detection of the PL signals with an InGaAs detector. When the surface of the black silicon was covered with a 3D photonic crystal membrane (with 6 periods, thickness of around 2 µm), the PL intensity in the PBG region was suppressed with an attenuation rate of around 20 dB as shown in Figure 6d, while the PL signal could still be detected in the wavelength away from PBG region. When a membrane with a planar cavity was transferred on top of black silicon, the PL intensity in the band gap region was still low, but had a noticeable peak at the wavelength of cavity resonance mode, which in this case acted as an optical bandpass filter. However, due to the optical absorption of the silicon material at 532 nm, the PL intensity at resonance wavelength was also reduced. Nevertheless, this demonstrates the possibility to apply the 3D photonic crystal membranes as an optical bandpass filter that is adaptable for different substrates.

3. Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated a one-step fabrication process for 3D photonic crystal membranes. The fabricated membranes have a thickness of around 2µm with excellent mechanical stability. Reflectance spectra were recorded at different angles of incidence from 7.5° to 75°, suggesting a complete photonic band gap structure with a peak reflection at around 1100nm. We transferred the fabricated membranes (manually, using tweezers) onto different substrates, such as glass or black silicon surfaces. A soft 3D PhC membrane could be achieved by infiltrating the structures with polymer. In addition we demonstrated that a planar defect can be conveniently introduced into the 3D PhC structures during the fabrication process, giving an optical resonance mode coupled with the stop band. The narrow resonance peak of around 30 nm linewidth can be used for sensing the concentrations of organic solvents. The PL from black silicon could be filtered effectively by 3D PhC membranes with the
incoperated planar defect. Our study provides a convenient strategy for large scale fabrication of flexible 3D PhC membrane structures with the feasibility to introduce planar cavities and possibilities for integration on different photonic devices. We have shown the feasibility of some practical applications within optics and chemical sensing. Other obvious application areas include biological sensors (e.g. in connection with bacteria/cell growth) as well as optical communications and lasers. The whole fabrication process is performed by standard fabrication technologies in the semiconductor industry and is CMOS compatible.

4. Experimental Section

**DUV stepper lithography:** Silicon wafers (150 mm, n-doped, <100> orientation) were first coated with 65 nm thick bottom antireflective coating (BARC, DUV42s-6, Brewer Science) layer in a spin coating system (Gamma 2M, Süss). Afterwards, a 360 nm thick DUV resist (JSR KRF M230Y, JSR-Micro) was coated on top of the BARC layer. Patterns were exposed with a DUV stepper lithography system (FPA-3000EX4, Canon), which was equipped with a 248nm KrF excimer laser (intensity 280 mW/cm², dose 21 mJ/cm² and focus depth 0.17 µm). Finally the samples were developed in AZ726 (AZ Electronic Materials).

**Plasma etching:** The plasma etching process was performed in a dual source inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching system (DRIE Pegasus, SPTS). Samples with patterns after lithography were diced manually into pieces (around 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm) and attached on an alumina coated silicon carrier wafer using a small amount of Fomblin oil (Solvay Solexis S.P.A.), which is a kind of chemically inert perfluoropolyether vacuum oil with good thermal conductivity. The alumina was coated by a R200 atomic layer deposition (ALD) system (Picosun), the thickness was measured to be 100 nm.

**Transfer of 3D PhC membranes:** 3D PhC membranes were released from bulk silicon substrate during etch process, which can be easily peeled off using a tweezer and then manually transferred onto glass substrates. To transfer and infiltrate the 3D PhC membranes
with polymer, Efiron PC-404 (Lucantix, South Korean) was firstly applied onto the membranes (with a silicon wafer treated with an anti stiction layer of 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane as a substrate), and then cured under UV lamp for 5 min (13.5 mW/cm² at 365 nm), afterwards, the hardened resist was released together with 3D PhC membranes from the silicon wafer.

Characterizations of structures: The thickness of the BARC layer and resist were measured by a spectroscopic ellipsometer (Vase, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Supra V60, Zeiss) images were taken to characterize the dimension and morphology of the structures. Crystallographic information of fabricated samples was collected with a high-resolution X-ray diffractometer system (SmartLab, Rigaku), which is equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source (1.54 Å).

Characterizations of optical properties: The reflection and transmission spectrums were measured by a spectroscopic ellipsometer (Vase, J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.) with incidence angle from 45° to 75°, the spot size was 1 mm by 1 mm, and the wavelength ranges from 200nm to 1600nm, the reference sample was a silicon wafer deposited with 25 nm SiO2. To confirm the result of measurements over broader angles of incidence, the reflection spectrum was also measured with at incident angels of 7.5°, 15° and 30° using a goniometer stage (Gon360 from Instrument systems) and a broadband optical spectrometer (Spectro320 from Instrument Systems) with a wavelength range from 400 nm to 1600nm. Reflectance measurement of a silver coated mirror was used as a reference. A broadband light from a Xenon lamp (HPX2000 from Ocean Optics) is used as a source for the reflectance measurements.

PL measurement: The PL measurement was carried out on RPM2000 Rapid Photoluminescence Mapper (Nanometrics). The black silicon reference samples were fabricated with a Bosch etch process from an n-doped silicon wafer (antimony doped, resistivity < 0.25 Ohm·cm, doping concentration around 2×10²⁸ cm⁻³). The samples were
then cleaned with plasma ashing (400 sccm O₂, 70 sccm N₂, with coil power of 1000 W). A CW laser source of 532 nm (with the power of 7.11 mW) and an InGaAs detector were used.
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**Figure 1.** (a) fabrication process of 3D photonic crystal membranes, which includes pattern definition with DUV stepper lithography (1), iterative DREM process (2) and isotropic etch (3), and final step of dry release to detach the membrane from silicon substrate (4). (b) Photographic illustration of the process flow, which shows the chip with pattern area of 1×1 cm² (1), chips after etching process and plasma ashing to remove the photoresist (2), freestanding 3D photonic crystal membranes (3), membranes transferred on a piece of quartz (4), membranes infiltrated and transferred on a piece of flexible polymer plate (5), and the sample from (5) being bent (6), scale bars 1 cm. (c) SEM image of 3D PhCs with 8 periods before last step of dry release, scale bar 1 µm. (d) SEM image of freestanding 3D photonic crystal membranes with 6 periods after dry release, scale bar 2 µm.
Figure 2. (a) SEM image of fabricated 3D PhC structures, in which a unit cell is labeled with yellow lines; (b) XRD measurements of a bare silicon wafer and 3D PhC membranes on top of glass substrate; (c) reflection spectrum of 3D PhC membranes on glass measured with three different angles of incidence using goniometer stage and an optical spectrometer; (d) reflection and transmission spectrum of 3D PhC membranes on glass measured by ellipsometry (incident angle of 45° for reflection measurement).
Figure 3. Reflection spectra measured by ellipsometry. (a) a schematic view of the 3D PhC membranes on glass substrate, and measured reflection spectrum from both the front and back side of the sample with different incident angles, which show a clear bandgap region at around 1100nm; (b) reflection spectrums of 3D PhC membrane on different kinds substrates: silicon, glass and polymer; (c) reflection spectrums with different numbers of repeating layers of 3D PhC membranes on glass substrate.
Figure 4. (a) 3D PhC membranes infiltrated with polymer under shear stress (scale bare 2 μm); (b) SEM image and EDX mapping of 3D PhC membrane coated with 15 nm TiO2 by ALD (scale bars 10 μm); (c) reflection spectra of 3D PhC membranes coated with different thickness of TiO2, with glass as substrate.
Figure 5. 3D PhC membranes with embedded planar cavity. SEM image of freestanding 3D PhC membranes without cavity (a) and with planar cavity (b), scale bars: 1 µm; (c) the comparison of reflection spectra, which shows a cavity resonance mode in the PBG with a linewidth of 30 nm; (d) the reflection spectrum of a 3D PhC membrane (with cavity) on glass, with different incident angles.
Figure 6. Applications of 3D PhC membranes with embedded planar cavities. The red shift of the resonance peak when ethanol solution with different concentrations (in deionized water) is applied on the membrane (a). The relation between the resonance peak wavelength and refractive index of ethanol solutions (b). SEM images of transferred 3D PhC membranes on n-doped black silicon substrate, scale bare 5 µm, with a close up view in the inset, scale bare 1 µm; (c). The PL intensity with a black Silicon reference sample, black silicon sample covered with 3D PhC membranes, and black silicon sample covered with 3D PhC membrane with an embedded planar cavity (d).
Large area three dimensional photonic crystal membranes are fabricated conveniently with DREM plasma etch process, the fabricated membranes have excellent mechanical properties and can be transferred to other substrates or be infiltrated by polymer, planar cavities can be embedded on purpose into the membranes for applications as solvent sensor or bandpass filters.
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Figure S1. A comparison between conventional Bosch process and DREM process to create 3D periodic structures. While the 3D shape modulation is created by scallops in a Bosch process, as shown in (a), the 3D shape modulation in our study is created by combining DREM processes and isotropic etch process. As a modified Bosch process, the DREM cycles can create much smaller scallops with sizes of around 20 nm, thus a straight profile can be achieved as shown in (b2) The shape modulation was then realized by an isotropic etch, while the straight part can be well protected by passivation layers. A zoomed in schematic view shows the small scallops generated by DREM cycles and the large undercut by isotropic etch
**Figure S2.** Delaminated silicon membranes when the isotropic etch time is not properly controlled. Since the upmost period of structures suffer from etching species for the longest time, the isotropic etch step shouldn’t be overdone, otherwise the top layer will detach as shown in (a), a zoomed in view shows the delaminated part is a single layer silicon membrane, with the thickness of around 200 nm.
Figure S3. A comparison of cross section views of etched structures with and without the parameter ramping technique. Due to ARDE, the etch rate will decrease when the etch process progresses deeper into silicon, thus the period in the lower part has a smaller size compared with the period in the upper part, and the periodicity in the z direction is undermined. To compensate for this, we increase both the etch time during DREM cycles and the isotropic etch time, so that the periodicity in z direction is not compromised.
Figure S4. SEM images of 3D PhC membranes on black silicon surface